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Abstract 
The stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) algorithm is a wave-front aberration correction algorithm which can 
directly optimize the performance metric of the system and can be applied to the channel of medium or strong 
turbulence. But due to slow convergence the algorithm can not fully meet the wave-front correction real-time 
requirements of satellite-to-ground laser communication links.Based on conventional SPGD algorithm this paper 
improves SPGD algorithm from two aspects: changing each iterative time and decreasing the overall iterative number. 
Simulation results show that algorithm convergence speed has been improved and the response speed of overall 
system has been improved significantly by using the improved method. Although the improved system will still delay 
for dynamic wave-front correction, overall speed has been very close to the ideal speed. 
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1. Introduction 
The main factors that affect the performance of satellite-to-ground laser communication links are 
atmospheric attenuation effects and turbulence effects [1]. The wave-front may be distorted by 
atmospheric turbulence. In traditional adaptive optics we use Hartman sensor to detect the wave-front 
distortion and use deformable mirror to correct the wave-front distortion in order to get the corrected 
result of diffraction limit. Those methods have been successfully applied in some fields such as 
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astronomical observation. Satellite-to-ground laser communication has the ability to non-stop work all 
day and has higher requirements to AO than astronomical observation [2]. However, in the medium or 
strong atmospheric turbulence channel, the wave-front sensor may not be able to restore the light wave 
phase, resulting compensation based on phase conjugation failure [3,4,5]. 
The adaptive optics control technology using SPGD algorithm can recovery wave-front phase without 
depending on the wave-front sensor for the wave-front distortion detection. This technology can directly 
optimize system performance, and is one of the most promising optimization algorithms which can be 
applied to middle and strong turbulence channel conditions currently. But the algorithm has weaknesses. 
Its convergence speed greatly influenced by the hardware conditions, and cannot meet the real-time 
demand of ground-to-satellite laser communication links completely. How to improve the convergence 
speed of SPGD algorithm is what we are focusing on currently. 
2. The basic flow of SPGD algorithm 
In the adaptive optics technology, the SPGD algorithm evaluates the control voltage gradient by using 
the variation of performance metric of the systemΔJ and the variation of the control voltages uδ r , 
searches and iterates in the gradient direction, in order to make the performance metric optimal. The 
operating process is as the following:  
z Firstly, the perturbation producer generates random perturbation voltage vectors =kuδ r  
1 2 37( , , , )
k k ku u uδ δ δL , each kiuδ (i=1, 2 ,…, 37) independents and obeys the Bernoulli distribution 
and 0.5kiuδ = ± , { 0.5}kiP uδ = = { 0.5}kiP uδ = −  =0.5.  
z Secondly, send the voltage 1k ku uδ− +r r  to the drive to get )(kJ +  and 1k ku uδ− −r r  to get )(kJ − .  
z Finally calculate ( )kur by the formula [ ]( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )k k k k ku u u J Jγ δ− + −= + ⋅ ⋅ −r r r . Iterate like this until the 
performance metric meet the requirements.  
3. Setting the threshold to reduce the time of each iteration 
In order to get performance evaluation metrics, adaptive optics system drives the deformable mirror 
and gets spot images using CCD, so the convergence speed largely depends on the speed of image 
acquisition of CCD and the response time of the deformable mirror. Thus for most adaptive optics 
systems based on model-free optimization, sampling frequency of CCD and the response speed of the 
deformable mirror largely determines the bandwidth of  the system. 
We can summarize the minimum of algorithm iterations by experience and take it as the threshold of 
the iterations. While it's under the threshold, we don't need to calculate the system performance metric; 
otherwise, we need to judge current system performance evaluation metric to see if it meets the system 
requirements. If it meets the system requirements, end the iteration. Otherwise, continue the loop. Thus, 
while under the threshold, we only need to acquire the system performance metric twice in each iteration 
so as to save the time of calculation. The program flow chart is shown in Figure 1. 
4. To accelerate the convergence of SPGD 
Study Shows [6], the relevancy between the phase changes caused by random perturbation voltage and 
the realistic distorted wave-front phase has great influence on the convergence speed of SPGD algorithm. 
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The more stronger the relevancy, the faster the convergence rate would be. The wave-front sensor is 
unable to detect the real wave front information in the situation of medium or strong atmospheric 
turbulence. However, if there are some correlation between the detected information and the real wave-
front information, the information can be used to optimize the random perturbation voltages of SPGD 
algorithm, so that convergence speed can be improved. This paper simulates the wave-front 
reconstruction status of Hartman sensor in medium or strong turbulence condition and analyzes the 
feasibility of the method. 
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Fig.1. Flow chart of setting threshold 
4.1. Hartman sensor simulation experiment 
The wave-front cannot be recovered correctly by Hartmann sensor under the medium or strong 
turbulence channel condition, because the fluctuations of amplitude of light waves beyond the dynamic 
range of the Hartmann sensor. Some spots from the micro-lens do not fall into corresponding areas of 
CCD. It is unable to achieve the correction of wave-front when the errors between the recovered wave-
front and the actual wave-front are large, because the information of the wave-front obtained is not 
complete during the reconstruction of the wave-front.  
Phase distribution of constructed distorted wave-front is shown in Figure 2 ( z-axis in wavelength，x-
axis and y-axis in millimetre ). 
                   
Fig.2.The wave-front phase constructed by Zernike polynomials 
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In medium or strong turbulence channel, some spots will exceed the corresponding area of the CCD 
when micro-lens arrays imaging. Suppose slopes in these sub-aperture areas to be zeros. There are 100 
sampling points in this simulation. Supposing that there are n (n <100) points out the dynamic range, 
setting randomly the n×2 of the slope vector G to be zeros. Reconstruct the wave-front using the same 
method.  
Setting n as 10, 20, 30, 40 respectively, the reconstructed wave-front obtained are shown as the 
following figures 3 (a), (b), (c), (d) . 
 
          
                      (a)  n =10                                (b)  n =20                                (c)  n =30                                  (d)  n =40 
Fig.3. Reconstructed wave-front phase for different numbers of missing points 
The correlation coefficients and the reconstruction errors corresponded by different values of n is 
shown as Table 1. 
Table 1 correlation coefficient and reconstruction errors 
n 10 20 30 40 
correlation coefficients 0.9980 0.9925 0.9896 0.9760 
reconstruction errors 11.13% 19.96% 21.19% 41.46% 
 
From the reconstructed three-dimensional phase distribution graphic of the distorted wave-front in the 
figure 3 (d) , we can see very intuitively that even though there are the sub-aperture beam losses up to 
40% and reconstruction errors up to 41.46%, the shape of reconstructed wave-front phase surface and the 
actual shape of the wave-front phase surface are the alike approximately. Besides, the calculated cross-
correlation coefficients of the two wave surface prove the good correlation. Therefore, we can optimize 
the perturbation voltages based on SPGD algorithm with the wave-front slope information from Hartman 
sensor. 
4.2. Algorithm optimization method 
As said in reference [7], any complete wave-front can be expanded by Zernike polynomials. So the 
variation of wave-front DZ(x, y) induced by the deformable mirror’s surface can be represented as 
),(),(
1
0 yxZaayxDZ
t
k
kk∑
=
+=                                                                                                                  (1) 
In which, a0 is the shift of the wave-front, where ak being the coefficient of the k-th Zernike polynomials, 
t being the number of the total Zernike polynomials and Zk (x, y) being the k-th Zernike polynomial. In 
general, the variation of wave-front phase induced by the deformable mirror can be represented as 
1
( , ) ( , )
m
j j
j
DZ x y u V x yδ
=
= ∑                                                                                                                        (2) 
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where δuj being the voltage change applied to the j-th element of the deformable mirror, Vj(x, y) being the 
influence function of the j-th element of the deformable mirror and m being the number of the deformable 
mirror’s elements. Such relation between perturbation voltage vector δu and Zernike polynomials B can 
be obtained 
δu =MB                                                                                                                                                (3) 
in which, M is a linear matrix and can be computed by use of the influence functions of the deformable 
mirror and Zernike polynomials. For every distorted wave-front ( , )x yΦ , computing the Zernike 
coefficient vector A by use of the wave-front slope information obtained with Hartmann sensor. Let B =
A and then δu can be revolved according to equation (3). After being normalized, δu is multiplied with 
the random perturbation voltages produced by perturbation producer in order to optimize the random 
perturbation voltage produced by perturbation producer. 
4.3.  The comparison of simulation of the optimized algorithms construction of references 
Based on the influence function Vj (x, y) of the existing 37-element deformable mirror，  which 
produced by company OKO of Netherlands, the changes of wave-front phase induces by deformation of 
deformable mirror is computable in the equation (2) above. Sample the mean square deviation of wave-
front phase ( , )x yΦ  as evaluation methods of the system. 
2 2 2
1
( ) ( , ) ( , )
t
k k
k
J u x y a Z x y
=
= Φ = ∑                                                                                                        (4) 
In the formula above, the Zernike coefficient vector {ak} are variables, the value of the function 
reflects the value of the current distorted wave-front directly. Taking formula 4 as evaluation function of 
the system performance and using MATLAB to simulate the SPGD algorithm both before and after 
optimize, the image obtained is shown in Figure 4. 
 
Fig.4. Comparison of simulation before and after optimization 
5. Overall comparison of algorithm after optimization 
Satellite-to-ground laser communication has a high real-time requirement of algorithm. In the process 
of real-time correction of wave-front distortion, a perfect correcting result can be obtained when adaptive 
optics system response time is shorter than atmospheric coherent time constant τ0. The ideal speed of 
dynamic wave-front correction is 10ms of the typical atmospheric time constant [8]. Assume that system 
uses high-speed DSP and FPGA, and laser power is used for system performance evaluation [9], then the 
circuit delay can be ignored and achievement of performance index does not need to use CCD imaging. 
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Take deformable mirror of response frequency 3000Hz for example, the system operation speed of 
before and after overall optimization is analyzed. Before optimization, deformable mirror responses three 
times in each iteration, and needs 150 iterations to meet the requirements (SPGD algorithm has not 
complete convergence), the total time of one algorithm convergence is about 0.15s, which is far from the 
ideal speed requirements. After optimization, deformable mirror responses two times in each iteration, 
and needs 60 iterations to meet the requirements. So it takes algorithm 40ms to complete one wave-front 
correction. It is still unable to meet the requirement of 10ms. On one hand, the response speed of the 
hardware should be improved, the algorithm correction wave-front speed is doubled while the response 
rate is doubled; on the other hand, further studies of improvement of the algorithm are needed. 
6. Conclusion 
Combined the characteristics of satellite-to-ground laser communication links and the nature of SPGD 
algorithm, this paper proposes two improved methods of SPGD algorithm, and simulation results show 
the methods are feasible. Before optimization, the adaptive optics system needs about 150 iterations to 
meet requirements while only needs about 60 iterations after optimization. The analysis of the overall 
optimization algorithm shows that under the same hardware conditions, the operation speed of adaptive 
optics system has been significantly improved compared with the conventional algorithm without 
optimization. 
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